The Department of Mathematics and Computer Science of UMSL together with UMSL Advanced Credit Program announce the competition in Mathematics for students who are enrolled in this program. Topics may include College Algebra and Calculus 1. Unlike our previous distance competition, students will have to come to UMSL to participate in this event.

This competition has been scheduled for Saturday, March 7 in room 304 Express Scripts Building at UMSL. (In case of technical problems the event may be moved to room 107 of the same building). The event agenda will include:

8:30 – 9:15 => breakfast;
9:15 – 9:30 => announcements;
9:30 – 10:15 => solving problems;
10:30 – 11:30 => tour around the campus (papers will be graded at this time);
11: 45 => prizes award ceremony.

Participants have to register for Math competition by sending an e-mail to the address: mathsolutions@umsl.edu

Information to be included in the registration e-mail:

• Name of the student
• High school
• Name of ACP teacher
• If a student will come with a parent or a teacher

Registration deadline is February 28, 23:59 pm.

Correct solutions will later be posted on the web page of the Department of Mathematics and Computer Science.

If you have any questions about this event contact Galina Piatnitskaia at piatnitskaiag@umsl.edu or sent a text message to (314)640-7517.